# 2023 Tentative Workshop Schedule

## Updated 9/19/2023

### 1:00 - 1:50 PM
- **How to Ace Your Application for Veterinary School**
  - Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science: Cultivating the Next Generation of Diverse Health Professionals
  - All about PAs
  - Responding to Disasters: Health Professionals in the Front Lines
- **Navigating Your Career Pathway in Healthcare**
- **Tackling the Medical School Interview**
- **Securing Letters of Recommendation for Health Professional Schools**
- **Finding Your Match: A Survey of the Lifestyles of Health Professionals**
  - MD Admissions: Why You Are MORE Than Just Your MCAT and GPA
- **The Changing Role of Patients: Partners in the Drug Development Process**
- **Your MCAT Questions, Answered**
- **Finding the Right Caribbean Medical School for You**
  - Designing Your Premed Journey with Resources from the AAMC
  - MD Admissions: Why You Are MORE Than Just Your MCAT and GPA
  - Financing Your Pre-Health Goals
- **UCSF Mock Dentistry Admissions**
- **Womxn in Healthcare**
- **Apply Smarter to Veterinary School**
- **Dentistry Case Study**
  - Conducting Eye Exams
- **OMM Talks: Demonstration and Discussion of Osteopathic Manipulative Medicine**
  - Sharing Your Challenges on Your Medical School Application
  - Health Disparities in Foot & Ankle Care in the Underserved Communities
  - Options, Options, Options... Pathways to Physician Assistant and Podiatric Medicine
  - From Advancing Community Health to Clinical Research—Learn All about the UC Davis School of Medicine
- **Introduction to Acupuncture and Related Treatments**
  - Wilderness Medicine: Real World Techniques For Disasters, Rural Health, Humanitarian Relief, and the Outdoors
  - Preventative Ankle Taping for Athletes
- **Public Health in Humanitarian Emergencies**
  - PT and OT Case Study
  - Student-run Clinics Fair
  - Case Studies in Sports Medicine

### 2:00 - 2:50 PM
- **It's a Jungle Out There: Navigating the Path to Veterinary School & Beyond**
- **How to get a 99th percentile MCAT Score**
  - From Academia to Administration: A Panel on the Many Careers in Healthcare
- **Veterinary School Admissions Panel**
  - Navigating the Pharmacy School Application Process
  - How to a 99th percentile MCAT Score
  - From Academia to Administration: A Panel on the Many Careers in Healthcare
- **Serving Underserved Populations Through Your Medical Education**
- **All about MD/PhDs**
- **Post-Bacc Program Admissions Panel**
  - Gaining Valuable Life Experiences Now and How to Express Them on the AMCAS Application
- **Building Your Brand: Standing Out in a Sea of Applicants**
- **Health Care Career Planning For the Undecided Student: Finding Your Pathway**
  - Reapplying to Medical School: How You Can Stand Out
  - Research as Part of your Dental School Experience
- **DAT/OAT Practice Workshop**
- **Medical Service Abroad with the Peace Corps**
- **What is Your Why? Why Might You Pursue a Career in Medicine?**
- **Changing Careers: Opportunities in Accelerated and Entry Level Nursing Degrees**
- **Being _____ and Pre-Med: Perspectives from Current Medical School Students**
- **Hands Only CPR/Stop the Bleed**
- **Tailoring Your Resume to Pre-Health Opportunities**
- **All about Dietics and Nutrition**
- **Making Your First Impression Count: Tell Me About Yourself Interactive Workshop**
  - MMI-Style Mock Interview Workshop
  - The Ins and Outs of Suturing With the AACP M
  - Pharmacy Case Study
  - How to Perform a Veterinary Exam on a Goat

### 3:00 - 3:50 PM
- **Veterinary School Admissions Panel**
  - Physician's Assistant Program Admissions Panel
  - Physical Therapy Program Admissions Panel
  - Pharmacy School Admissions Panel
  - Occupational Therapy Program Admissions Panel
  - Public Health Program Admissions Panel
  - Dental School Admissions Panel
  - Love the Lab? Consider Clinical Lab Sciences
  - Optometry School Admissions Panel
  - Nursing School Admissions Panel
  - Medical School Admissions Panel
  - Dietetics: Patient Centered Thinking
  - Preparing for the "Unpreparable": Situational Judgment and Competency Assessments
  - MMI-Style Mock Interview Workshop
- **The Ins and Outs of Suturing With the AACP M**
- **Personal Statement Review (8 speakers)**
- **GENETIC COUNSELING BASED STUDY**
- **Sharing Your Challenges on Your Medical School Application**
- **What is Your Why? Why Might You Pursue a Career in Medicine?**
- **Changing Careers: Opportunities in Accelerated and Entry Level Nursing Degrees**
- **Being _____ and Pre-Med: Perspectives from Current Medical School Students**
- **Hands Only CPR/Stop the Bleed**
- **Tailoring Your Resume to Pre-Health Opportunities**
- **All about Dietics and Nutrition**
- **Making Your First Impression Count: Tell Me About Yourself Interactive Workshop**
  - MMI-Style Mock Interview Workshop
  - The Ins and Outs of Suturing With the AACP M
  - Pharmacy Case Study
  - How to Perform a Veterinary Exam on a Goat

### KEY
- **Didactic Workshop**
- **Interactive Workshop**